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EDUCATION
Bachelor in Website

Development
Universidade Anhembi Morumbi

February 2003 - December 2005
São Paulo, SP

SKILLS
JavaScript

HTML
CSS

React
Next.js

GraphQL
Jest

React Testing Library
Experience with consuming

resource-oriented APIs (REST,
GraphQL)
Storybook

Observability / monitoring
SCRUM

WORK EXPERIENCE

Senior Software Engineer - Front End
Farfetch
Scrum routine: refinement, planning, daily, review, retrospective.
June 2022 - current / Hybrid

As a senior software engineer on the FPS team, I am involved in the
rewriting process of their digital solutions using technologies such as
Next.JS, Remix, and Typescript. Furthermore, I closely work with the head
of engineering to further develop strategic technical solutions for FPS
products.
Development of an E-commerce Project for an American fitness footwear
and clothing brand.
Created the project foundation with support to Session,
Internationalization, and Logs implementation (New Relic and Logz.io).
I was part of the team responsible for the Go Live step.
Created documentation about all new features.
Stack: Remix (framework based on React), Typescript, remix-i18n, Express,
Redis, Jenkins, Octopus, Docker, Unit test (Jest). Observability and
Monitoring using New Relic and Logz.io.
Development of a Multi-tenant project for a big luxury fashion group.
A mono repository was responsible for handling different companies of
the group.
Stack: React, Typescript, Internal Boilerplate using the company Design
System, Razzle (to handle several projects), Webpack, Jenkins, Unit test
(Jest).
Created a presentation to teach team members company standards and
best practices in Next.js and Strapi. This helped the build of a new internal
portal for developers.

Senior Software Engineer
Mindpool
Scrum routine: refinement, planning, daily, review, retrospective.
Oct 2021 - May 2022 / Remote

Developed a new website company from scratch: mindpool.com (the old
version can be accessible here:
https://web.archive.org/web/20220521180126/https://www.mindpool.com/)
Used Strapi for the content management system.
Created the user experience that fetched, parsed, and formatted analytic
data, and relayed it into React components.

Senior Frontend Engineer

DIEGO GRIEP



Created accessible, responsive, and functional user interfaces to allow
visitors on any device to have the same perfect user experience.
Stack: NextJS, Strapi, styled-components, Typescript, Jest, React Testing
Library, and Storybook.
Talks with the designer and stakeholders to better understand the
business rules and UX.

Senior Frontend Engineer / JavaScript Chapter Leader
Accenture / Concrete Solutions
Scrum routine: refinement, planning, daily, review, retrospective.
February 2017 - October 2021 / Belo Horizonte, MG - Brazil

Developer Lead, knowledge sharing, mentoring other developers to
improve their technical skills, helping with interviews, and analyzing
challenges.
Development of a Brazilian global personal care cosmetics group's
project:
Developing setup for new countries for Latin America expansion to
support all consultants from those new places.
Given support to the backend team on Express, Knex, and Postgresql.
A highlight there was the performance improvement after a checkout
page refactor.
It created new components, reduced the dispatch call to several actions
on the Redux side, and used React Lazy and code splitting to get 0.15
points on Apdex.
Stack: Express, Knex, PostgreSQL, Unit tests (Jest), React, Redux, Material
UI, git, Jenkins, Kibana.
Scrum routine: refinement, planning, daily, review, retrospective.
Development of PWA for an NGO.
It created a PWA in React to handle the data from cards that community
leaders received.
Some features like getting the location from Navigator API, photo upload,
and API consuming.
Supported the backend team helping with payload creation.
Development of CRM and Back Office to support a mobile application
(Digital Bank).
Stack: React, GraphQL, Jest, hooks, Redux, styled-components, prop-types.
Refactor of a Brazilian bank project.
It helped the QA team with selectors to use on the Cucumber tool.
Stack: AngularJS, WebPack, ES6, Babel, Unit tests (Karma), API data, CI, Git,
CSS Modules, Standard javascript style guide, and Bootstrap.

Senior Frontend Engineer / Tech Lead
Stefanini
June 2016 - Jan 2017 / Belo Horizonte, MG - Brazil

Besides developing several projects, I was a leader to three other
developers, two interns, and one junior developer.



I learned about XAML and how Xamarin works because I had to integrate
it with C#.
Some projects I used: AngularJS, and Bootstrap.

Frontend Developer
Hotmart
Scrum routine: refinement, planning, daily, review, retrospective.
Nov 2014 - Apr 2016 / Belo Horizonte, MG - Brazil

Worked in the new platform with Rest API and Meteor integration,
Bootstrap layout, and grid.
Given maintenance on old monolith projects.
On the release of the new platform, we created A/B tests, and feature
toggles related to user types, if producer, affiliate, or buyer.

Frontend Developer
CI&T
Scrum routine: refinement, planning, daily, review, retrospective.
Oct 2013 - Nov 2014 / Belo Horizonte, MG - Brazil

Customized Primefaces JSF frameworks to work in Internet Explorer 8.
The client wanted some features to work in IE8 that caused trouble and
didn’t work, for this I had to rewrite some functions.
HTML, CSS, vanilla JS, and Primefaces for JSF.

Frontend Developer
Plan B Comunicação
Jul 2012 - Sep 2013 / Belo Horizonte, MG - Brazil

Frontend Developer
useInternational LTD
Scrum routine: refinement, planning, daily, review, retrospective.
April 2010 - Jun 2012 / Belo Horizonte, MG - Brazil

The first contact with Scrum methodology.
Developed HTML, CSS, and JS, code from the layout to JSF.

Frontend Developer
Meritia
Apr 2007 - Nov 2008 / Belo Horizonte, MG - Brazil

Frontend Developer
Sense8
April 2009 - Mar 2010 / Belo Horizonte, MG - Brazil


